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ABSTRACT 

The mission of the national laboratories has changed from weapon design and production to stockpile maintenance. 
Design engineers are becoming few in number and years worth of experience is about to be lost. What will happen 
when new weapons are designed or retrofits need to be made? Who will know the lessons learned in the past? 
What process will be followed? When and what software codes should be used? 

Intelligent design is the answer to the questions posed above for weapon design; for any design. An interactive 
design development environment will allow the designers of the future access to the knowledge of yesterday, today 
and tomorrow. Design guides, rules of thumb, lessons learned, production capabilities, production data, process 
flow, and analysis codes will be included in intelligent design. 

An intelligent design environment is being developed as a heuristic, knowledge based system and as a diagnostic 
design tool. The system provides the framework for incorporating rules of thumb from experienced design 
engineers, available manufacturing processes, including the newest ones, and manufacturing databases, with current 
data, to help reduce design margins. The system also has the capability to access analysis and legacy codes 
appropriately. A modular framework allows for various portions to be added or deleted based on the application. 
This paper presents the driving forces for developing an intelligent design environment and an overview of the 
system. This overview will include the system architecture and how it relates to the capture and utilization of design 
and manufacturing knowledge. The paper concludes with a discussion of realized and expected benefits. 
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1. Introduction 

The national laboratories' mission has changed from design and production to stockpile maintenance. Stockpile 
maintenance requires surveillance of the stockpile to verify that the weapons are fully operational. As issues arise 
during the surveillance, root causes must be identified and the issues must be addressed. Because the weapons 
contain limited life components, these components must be replaced periodically. This requires the design of new 
limited life components that meet various size and functional requirements. Shrinking design and prototype budgets 
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are forcing engineers to make intelligent design decisions, rely heavily on analysis, and thoroughly understand 
manufacturing capabilities. 

Intelligent decisions require the engineer to understand the decision’s impact on the overall product design. Lessons 
learned and rules of thumb are keys to making intelligent decisions. Analysis of various design tradeoffs provides 
the designer with insight as to which design decisions might have the greatest benefit and which would be 
detrimental to the design. Manufacturing capabilities are rapidly changing and vary from shop to shop. The impact 
of these capabilities greatly affects the cost and performance of a product. A designer needs this information to 
select the manufacturing processes that best fit the performance requirements of the product. An intelligent design 
environment would capture all of this information and provide an interface to facilitate access to the information. 
Also, an intelligent design environment could be used to diagnose root causes of failure identified during production 
and stockpile surveillance and to suggest design modifications based on the rules of thumb, lessons learned and 
manufacturing capabilities. 

2. Problem 

Across the nation the phrase “faster, better, cheaper” is being heard in both the design and manufacturing sides of 
the house. This is also true in the national laboratories. Products are expected to be designed and built quicker than 
in the past, with limited or no testing, but to be more reliable, even with decreasing budgets. A few of the 
challenges that the desigdmanufacturing teams are faced with while trying to achieve this goal are: 

new manufacturing processes, 
transfer of production facilities, 
vast amounts of data, and 
new analysis techniques. 

retirement of experienced product and process engineers and scientists, 

We are developing a conceptual design tool to help design engineers deal with these challenges while trying to 
achieve their goal of “faster, better, cheaper.” Since the decisions made during the design of a product determine 
most of the manufacturing costs of the product, manufacturing considerations need to be taken into account during 
design. The integration of product and process design is important and must be addressed by the conceptual design 
tool [l]. 

3. Intelligent Designer 

The conceptual design tool under development captures the heuristics of a particular Sandia National Laboratories 
product. Because the system being developed aids a design engineer in the design or diagnostics of a product, the 
system is referred to as an intelligent designer. The product is an application of a vacuum tube. The system 
expands design heuristics to include the integration of manufacturing data and analysis and legacy codes. 

Svstem Overview 

The intelligent designer is designed with an open architecture so that it can easily be expanded. Level5 Object by 
Rule Machines Corporation is the expert system shell used as the inference engine. An inference engine generates 
new facts from existing ones by applying known knowledge. It represents the general knowledge that a human 
would use when making decisions. The user’s interface has the basic Windows look and feel. 

Currently four limited areas of expertise are captured in four modules. A fifth module captures general system 
requirements and determines which module needs to be called per use (Figure 1). Each of the modules consists of 
rules written in a natural language, which augment the domain expertise. The rules are coded in forward and 
backward chaining rules and methods. Forward chaining rules infer conclusions from known facts and backward 
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chaining rules draw conclusions by looking for supporting facts. Methods are procedures that determine an 
attribute’s value or react to changes in an attribute’s value, i.e., if height is greater than 0, then display width 
window. 

User Interface 

, . , , 

I Natural Language Routines 

Process Advisors 

Developed or being developed by author 

Figure 1. System Architecture 

The knowledge base implements an object-oriented methodology. A model of the application consists of classes 
with attributes (variables or constants) and behaviors (functions). Objects with the same data attributes and 
behaviors are grouped into a class. A class is a broadly defined group of objects, e.g., vacuum tube, and attributes 
are data values held by an object, e.g., height. Each object of a class is referred to as an instance. An instance is 
created either from user input, a database, or a rule. Within the intelligent designer, when design tradeoffs are being 
evaluated, the attribute value for each design tradeoff results in an instance of the class. As the design is optimized, 
each instance is evaluated. Instance values are saved for future reference. The development of classes greatly 
reduces repetition within the software and is one of the main advantages of an object-oriented system [2]. 

The natural language routines query product, process and material databases to provide various instances with 
attribute values. These values plus user input and calculated values are used as input to analysis and legacy codes 
and process advisors. These codes and advisors, in turn, provide attribute values to the knowledge base. 

Functionality 

Currently the intelligent designer focuses on two of the four design phases; conceptual design and design 
modifications during prototyping (Figure 2). During the conceptual design phase, the intelligent designer 

Detailed 
Time Design - 

Focus of preliminary 
layout portion of 

Focus of braze feedback 
loop portion of 

intelligent designer intelligent designer 

Figure 2. Design Phases 

establishes a preliminary layout based on system requirements and the availability of manufacturing processes. 
System requirements are captured for the preliminary design and for future design revisions. The intelligent 
designer calls a legacy code to calculate the beginning of life based on the end of life requirements. This calculation 
requires a design margin. Eventually this number will come from actual Currently the user enters a value. 
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manufacturing data, e.g., average metal and oxide thickness with typical variance. Material is selected by the 
intelligent designer based on the requirements and the manufacturing processes available that match those 
requirements. Using the lessons learned, rules of thumb, and calculated values, an optimal preliminary layout of the 
vacuum tube is created. A series of tests are performed to verify that the calculated tube parameters and size meet 
the system requirements and dimensions. An input file is generated for an external analysis code. The layout is 
used to begin the detailed design of the tube. 

Currently the braze feedback loop module is the only portion of the intelligent designer that is part of the prototype 
design phase. This module reasons on quality inspection data, joint geometry, and braze process information to 
suggest design modifications to the product designer. For the design work being performed at Sandia National 
Laboratories, it was determined that there are fourteen canonical braze joint designs [3]. Six of the canonical joints 
are not recommended for use and the intelligent designer strongly suggests to the user that these joint designs not be 
incorporated into the design. After a particular braze joint is identified, the user is queried for additional joint 
geometry information. The intelligent designer then searches the quality inspection database for nonconformance of 
the joint. The inspection data is reasoned on by the intelligent designer to identify possible causes of the 
nonconformance. Confidence levels are assigned to these causes and displayed to the user. The causes with the 
highest confidence levels will be evaluated fEst to suggest design modifications to improve braze joint quality. 

Although this module is part of the prototype design phase, it will be expanded to be used in the detailed design 
phase as well. During the design of a joint, the product designer will select from the canonical joint types and the 
intelligent designer will step the product designer through the joint design; querying for unknown parameters. 
Quality inspection data will be usefbl during this phase of design by providing the product designer with capability 
information and areas of concern that need to be addressed. 

4. Conclusion 

The intelligent designer is still being developed. Currently the preliminary layout portion of the intelligent designer 
has been tested and fine-tuned to create a preliminary design, which matches the experienced product engineer’s 
design. Data acquisition is continuing as the tool moves into the area of detailed design. The braze feedback loop 
module will continue to be developed to diagnose causes of failure and so suggest design modifications. Eventually 
the braze feedback loop module will be in and of itself a detailed design tool. 

The intelligent designer is addressing each of the challenges described earlier at varying degrees. We are 
demonstrating that an interactive design tool, which incorporates design and manufacturing knowledge, is feasible. 
The intelligent designer archives critical design information and provides access through the use of heuristic 
knowledge to the designer, integrating analysis codes, legacy codes, manufacturing data, and process advisors. 
Information is being archived and can be accessed through the intelligent designer interface at any time during the 
life cycle of the component. Also, at any time during the component life cycle, design tradeoffs related to 
geometry, materials, and manufacturing processes and capabilities can be evaluated by the intelligent designer and 
presented to the designer for final selection. 
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